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Welcome to Issue 83 of Research Matters,
the Department of Environment, Land,
Water & Planning’s quarterly planning
research bulletin, featuring DELWP
research and analysis, news about
recently released data, and research from
other sources. If you have any questions
or comments, you can contact us at:
forwardpolicy.research@delwp.vic.gov.au
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In this issue…
In this issue we present research and analysis from the
Land Use and Population Research team.
Our first article presents information from the
updated publication: Demographics for Bushfire Risk
Analysis. This report was first published two years ago
and has now been updated with data from the 2016
Census. It shows how demographic data can be used
to inform diverse policy purposes, including fire
management.
We often present information on industrial land
development in Research Matters and in publications
like the annual Urban Development Program report.
Well now you can find us on YouTube. The second
article introduces our latest clips which look at the
consumption of industrial land in Melbourne.
Our final article has been contributed by the Victorian
Planning Authority (VPA) and highlights some of the
data which informs land use planning in greenfield
areas in Melbourne’s growth areas. We intend to
present a series of contributed articles over the
coming year from planning-related agencies within
Victorian Government, so stay tuned.
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Updated report on demographics and fire risk
The Land Use and Population research team has just
published the report Demographics for Bushfire Risk.
This is an update of the original report published
two years ago. Data from the 2016 Census of
Population and Housing has been included in this
latest edition along with other recent data.
Demographics for Bushfire Risk includes mapped data
on demographic factors which can affect bushfire risk
and recovery. Topics covered in the report include:
impact of past bushfires on population; smoke
hazard; population vulnerabilities; population
dynamics; and, mobile populations.
The section on population vulnerabilities is based on
a framework originally developed by Canterford
(2009) following the Black Saturday bushfires. It
draws upon research literature to identify a series of
indicators which can reveal certain vulnerabilities
during the three key stages of disaster management:
preparation; survival; and, recovery (figure 1).
Mapping of each of these indicators has been
undertaken at the Statistical Area Level 2 (SA2)
across Victoria. As the data are available from the
Census, the information is both accessible and
available at small geographical levels.

The report can be viewed online at:
https://www.planning.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0035/9
7685/Demographics-for-Bushfire-Risk-Analysis-web.pdf

References
Canterford, S. 2009, ‘Demographic analysis’ in Bushfire
CRC, Victorian 2009 Bushfire Research Response, Final
Report.

Figure 2 presents one of the maps in the report. It
shows numbers of people who were living at a
different address a year prior to the Census. From
the perspective of bushfire management, the
importance of this indicator is that newcomers may
be unfamiliar with local environmental hazards.
They may also be unaware of local procedures for
preparing for, or responding to, an emergency
(Canterford 2009).

DELWP 2018, Demographics for Bushfire Risk Analysis.
Regional Victoria and peri-urban Melbourne, prepared by
F. McKenzie, and S. Canterford, Victorian Government,
Melbourne.
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Figure 1: Population vulnerability indicators relevant to natural hazard risk analysis
Source: DELWP 2018, p. 9

Figure 2: Number of families who lived at a different address 1 year previously, Statistical Local Area Level 2 (SA2), 2016
Source: DELWP 2018, p. 16
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Research on the tube
Land Use and Population Research (LUPR) has
recently started to experiment with videos to help
present data and tell stories in a new way. The most
recent videos draw on work undertaken as part of
the Urban Development Program.

changed over time. Particularly around the addition
of large amounts of industrial land in the State
Significant Industrial Precincts and the zoning of
industrial land to residential in the inner suburbs.
The videos compliment the written reports
produced by LUPR by animating data and explaining
it in ways that are more difficult to do in a written
document. These videos are the start of a new way
of engaging with users and making research more
accessible and effective.

How much? Visualising the consumption of
industrial land uses a city block to develop a new
way of understanding the consumption of industrial
land each year.
Rezoning of industrial land, 2000-01 to 2016-17
looks at the way the location of industrial and has

To watch the videos, please visit the Urban Development Program website at:
https://www.planning.vic.gov.au/land-use-and-population-research/urban-development-program/housing-andindustrial-land-data/2017_report
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Planning for employment in new suburbs
areas for residential development, but also the
spaces for infrastructure, services and commercial
activities upon which sustainable communities rely.

In this edition of Research Matters, we
present a contribution from Justin
Malkiewicz, Manager of Research and
Economics at the Victorian Planning
Authority (VPA).

While new suburbs in greenfield locations include
identified local town centres, a significant
proportion also have a diverse range of
employment-related land zoned for retail,
commercial and industrial uses. Figure 1 shows
current employment and dwelling numbers in each
local government area (LGA) within the urban
growth areas. The data show a spread of jobs across
Melbourne’s growth areas with a high number of
jobs being found in the Hume LGA.

A key responsibility of the Victorian Planning
Authority (VPA) is to undertake strategic land use
planning in Melbourne’s growth areas. This includes
planning for future employment in fast-growing
greenfield areas.
For designated areas of future urban growth,
precinct structure plans (PSPs) are developed by the
VPA. These plans are comprehensive blueprints for
new suburbs and communities – not just providing

Figure 1: Total dwelling and jobs, 2016, greenfield growth area LGAs
Source: VPA based on ABS Census - unadjusted

Figure 2 presents a typology which reveals the
current diversity of employment in Melbourne’s
greenfield areas. Sixty percent of jobs are in
population-related services ranging from skilled jobs
like medical services and education through to
service-sector jobs like retail and hospitality. Around
thirty percent of growth area jobs are in traditional

industry jobs, while 10 percent of employment are
in knowledge-based sectors such as information
technology. These jobs are more commonly
associated with inner city or established suburbs, so
it is interesting that they are also evident in
Melbourne’s newest suburbs.
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Figure 2: Business typologies by area
Source: VPA based on Worksafe data

An example of a PSP with a strong employment
focus is the draft Minta Farm Precinct Structure
Plan, which covers an area adjoining Berwick and
Clyde North in Melbourne’s southeast growth area.
The plan, shown in figure 3, envisages a new
residential and employment precinct comprising
2,850 homes (c. 8,000 people) and 11,000 local jobs.
The employment hub and town centre are expected
to support a mix of commercial, office and
technology businesses. The location of these
employment areas aims to provide easy access
between residential and employment-related land
uses.
For more information on Precinct Structure Plans,
visit: https://vpa.vic.gov.au/greenfield/

Figure 3: Business typologies by area
Source: https://vpa.vic.gov.au/project/minta-farm/
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